To
All the Unit Officers in Nizamabad SSA
(Through SSA Intranet)

Sub:- Calling of options to work on deputation for the period of 179 days with TA/DA from the Non-Executives for filling up the posts in project smile (CSC Counters) in Nizamabad SSA- reg.


Options from SOA/AOS/OS (G.P.T.) /JEs (Except Direct JEs) to work on deputation for the period of 179 days with TA/DA or till regular arrangements are made with interest of service.

1. The SOA/AOS/OS (G.P.T.) who were already selected for option posts for this year are not eligible for re-apply for these posts.
2. Where only one SOA/AOS/OS (G.P.T.) is working in CSCs are not eligible to apply for the vacant post to avoid the further unmanned CSCs
3. Option will be considered on seniority basis as per gradation list.
4. Three choices to be given as it may not be possible to accommodate all Non-Executives to their 1st or 2nd choices. No choices shall be allowed to be added after last date.
5. The options of the SOA/AOS/OS (G.P.T) etc./JEs against whom disciplinary/punishment under currency will not be considered for these posts.

Vacancies in the following CSCs:
1. Madnoor
2. Dharpally
3. Kissannagar
4. Bheemgal
5. Nandipet

Wide publicity be given amongst the staff by the field officers by keeping this letter on notice board etc
Last date for submission of application through controlling officer recommendation is on or before 25.11.2017 at 17.30hrs.

Copy to:
1. The DGM(T)/DGM(A&M)/DGM(F),% GMTD-Nizamabad for information pls.
2. All the AGMS/Area DEs Nizamabad SSA.
3. All the SDEs/AO(Pay)/AO(Cash)/AO(Plg) for information please...
4. The DS, BSNLEU / NETE / SEWA for information pls.
O/o General Manager  
Telecom District,  
Nizamabad-503050 (A.P.)  
Phone: 08462-232400  
Fax: 08462-241444  
Email: gjagram@bsnl.co.in

Lr.No.GMTD-NZB/Req-Rede/Tfrs/TT/2017-18/74       Dated at NZB the 17.11.2017

To,
All the Unit Officers in Nizamabad SSA  
(Through SSA Intranet)

Sub:- Calling of options to work on deputation for the period of 179 days with TA/DA from the Non-Executives for filling up Un-manned exchanges- reg.

Options hereby called from Telecom Technicians/ATTs to work on deputation for the period of 179 days with TA/DA or till regular arrangement are made with interest of service.

1. Where only one TTs/ATTs is working in Exchanges are not eligible to apply for the vacant post to avoid the further unmanned Exchanges.

2. Option will be considered on seniority basis as per gradation list.

3. Three choices to be given as it may not be possible to accommodate all Non-Executives to their 1st or 2nd choices. No choices shall be allowed to be added after last date.

Vacancies in the following Exchanges:

1. Birkur  
2. Gadkole  
3. Anksapoor  
4. Pipri  
5. Muchkur  
6. Saloora  
7. Pitlem+Peddakodapgal

Wide publicity be given amongst the staff by the field officers by keeping this letter on notice board etc.
Last date for submission of application through controlling officer recommendation is on or before 25.11.2017 at 17.30hrs.

Copy to:
1. The DGM(T)/DGM(A&M)/DGM(F),% GMTD-Nizamabad for information pls.
2. All the AGMS/Area Dees Nizamabad SSA.
3. All the SDees/AO(Pay)/AO(Cash)/AO(Plg) for information please...
4. The DS, BSNLEU / NFTE / SEWA for information pls.